DA-26P
u-mount Percussion Mount w/ Spline Gear
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Based on the elliptical enveloping clamp design first found on the u-mount
series, the DA-26P is a natural adaptation of that versatile system. A single
oversized thumbscrew secures the mount in seconds to any round hardware
tubing from 16-25mm. NO tools needed! The internal spline allows for 360°
of pull-and-turn rotation in 26 locking increments. The included knurled
steel rod can be used for mounting cowbells, tambourines, etc., or it can be
removed to allow small boom arms to be positioned freely around the kit.
Also fits handily on mic stands, music stands, and other common stage gear,
making it a great accessory mount for every member of the band!

Have easy access to all of your
drumming accessories! A single
oversized thumbscrew secures
the mount in seconds to any
round hardware tubing from
16-25mm. NO tools needed!

Steel rod can be used for mounting
drum accessories. Internal spline
gear allows for 360˚ pull-and-turn
rotation in 26 locking increments.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Patented elliptical enveloping
clamp allows for quick and
secure setups and teardowns.

> Construction: Chrome-plated steel
> Length: 10”
> Diameter: 2”

Ask about our other Drum Bags & Accessories
CB4000
Backpack Cymbal Bag

Holds up to four 22” cymbals inside the bag’s
primary pocket, while the smaller
pocket accommodates hi-hats
and cymbals up to 15”.

DMA4450
Non-Slip Drum Mat

Lightweight, convenient alternative to heavy,
fraying rugs. 4 x 4’ Durable mat lays flat and rolls
up easily with included velcro straps and nylon
carry bag.

Model#: DA-26P
Inv#: 10151

List Price: $58.99
Map Price: $35.95

Call The Music People today to place your order

1-800-289-8889

Visit us on the web @ www.musicpeopleinc.com or www.onstagestands.com
On-Stage Stands ® is a registered trademark of The Music People Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.
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